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The Bloomsbury Encyclopedia of the American Enlightenment is the first
reference work on this key subject in early American history. With over 500
original essays on key American Enlightenment figures, it provides a
comprehensive account to complement the intense scholarly activity that has
recently centered on the European Enlightenment. With substantial and original
essays on the major American Enlightenment figures, including Benjamin
Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, David Rittenhouse, Benjamin Rush, Jonathan
Edwards and many others, this wide-ranging collection includes topical essays
and entries on dozens of often-overlooked secondary figures. It has long been
known that Americans made their own contributions to the Enlightenment, most
notably by putting Enlightenment ideas to work in defining the American
Revolution, the United States Constitution, and the nature of the early American
Republic. These volumes show that the American Enlightenment was more far
reaching than even that story assumes. Presenting a fresh definition of the
Enlightenment in America, this remarkable work confirms that the American
Enlightenment constitutes the central framework for understanding the
development of American history between c.1720 and c. 1820.
Named a Best Book of the Year by Amazon.com and the Washington Post Three
years ago, Pulitzer Prize–winner Chris Hedges and award-winning cartoonist and
journalist Joe Sacco set out to take a look at the sacrifice zones, those areas in
America that have been offered up for exploitation in the name of profit, progress,
and technological advancement. They wanted to show in words and drawings
what life looks like in places where the marketplace rules without constraints,
where human beings and the natural world are used and then discarded to
maximize profit. Days of Destruction, Days of Revolt is the searing account of
their travels.
Explores the prevalence of Buddhist ideas in American literature since the 1970s.
At a time when American political and cultural leaders asserted that the nation
stood at “the center of world awareness,” thinkers and artists sought to
understand and secure principles that lay at the center of things. From the onset
of the Cold War in 1948 through 1963, they asked: What defined the essential
character of “American culture”? Could permanent moral standards guide
human conduct amid the flux and horrors of history? In what ways did a stable
self emerge through the life cycle? Could scientific method rescue truth from
error, illusion, and myth? Are there key elements to democracy, to the integrity of
a society, to order in the world? Answers to such questions promised intellectual
and moral stability in an age haunted by the memory of world war and the
possibility of future devastation on an even greater scale. Yet other key figures
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rejected the search for a center, asserting that freedom lay in the dispersion of
cultural energies and the plurality of American experiences. In probing the
centering impulse of the era, At the Center offers a unique perspective on the
United States at the pinnacle of its power.
Native American philosophy has enabled aboriginal cultures to survive centuries
of attempted assimilation. The first edition of this historical and philosophical work
was written as a text for the first course in Native philosophy ever offered by a
philosophy department at a Canadian university. This revised edition, based on
more than twenty-five years of research through the Native Philosophy Project
and funded in part by the Rockefeller Foundation, is expanded to include
extensive discussion of Native American philosophy and culture in the United
States as well as Canada. Topics covered include colonialism, the
phenomenology of the vision quest, the continuity of Native values, land and the
integrity of person, the role of cognitive science in supporting Native narrative
traditions, language in Indian life, landscape and other-than-human persons, the
teaching of Native American philosophy and the value of various research
methods. Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an
examination copy here.
The Methuen Drama Guide to Contemporary American Playwrights is an
authoritative single-volume guide to the work of twenty-five American playwrights
from the second half of the twentieth century, written by a team of twenty-five
eminent scholars from the United States, Canada, Britain, Germany and Ireland
contributing individual studies to the work of each playwright. Each of the twentyfive chapters provides: a biographical introduction to the playwright and their
work; a survey and concise analysis of each of the writer's published plays; a
discussion of their style, dramaturgical concerns and the critical reception; and a
full bibliography of published plays, listing of premieres and a select list of critical
works. Among the many Tony, Obie and Pulitzer prize-winning playwrights
included are Sam Shepard, Tony Kushner, Suzan-Lori Parks, August Wilson,
Paula Vogel, Tracey Letts and Neil LaBute, besides many more. Unrivalled in its
coverage of recent work and writers, this collection surveys and analyses the
breadth, vitality and development of theatrical work to emerge from America over
the last fifty years.
America: Truth Vs. Illusions of Grandeur is an extensive ecopolitical treatise that
delivers an intense overview of the key social maladies that plague today’s
world-- and their historical American, European, colonial, economic and
ideological roots. It also provides a clear, bold and visionary formula and strategy
for redemption. This is all engagingly presented, not only from an African
American perspective, but from a cosmopolitan reality intended and guaranteed
to stimulate and enhance the intellect of any reader regardless of ethnicity.
Offers a comparative approach to ethnic literature that begins by accounting for
the intrinsic historical, geographical, and political contingencies of different
American cultures. This work looks at a range of writing, from novels to literature.
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From ancient rock drawings to today’s urban living, the Native American Almanac: More than
50,000 Years of the Cultures and Histories of Indigenous Peoples traces the rich heritage of
indigenous people. It is a fascinating mix of biography, pre-contact and post-contact history,
current events, Tribal Nations’ histories, enlightening insights on environmental and land
issues, arts, treaties, languages, education, movements, and more. Ten regional chapters,
including urban living, cover the narrative history, the communities, land, environment,
important figures, and backgrounds of each area’s Tribal Nations and peoples. The stories of
345 Tribal Nations, biographies of 400 influential figures in all walks of life, Native American
firsts, awards, and statistics are covered. 150 photographs and illustrations bring the text to
life. The most complete and affordable single-volume reference work about Native American
culture available today, the Native American Almanac is a unique and valuable resource
devoted to illustrating, demystifying, and celebrating the moving, sometimes difficult, and often
lost history of the indigenous people of America. Capturing the stories and voices of the
American Indian of yesterday and today, it provides a range of information on Native American
history, society, and culture.
"Living Victims, Stolen Lives: Parents of Murdered Children Speak to America" is a gripping
and instructive sketch of the intense psychic pain, anger, and frustration experienced by
parents of murdered children. Drawing on intimate interviews with parents enduring murderedchild grief and the insights of professionals counseling them, this unique book gives a deeply
moving psychological, emotional, and spiritual portrait of people immersed in epic tragedy and
loss.
The Seven Years' War (1754–1763) was a pivotal event in the history of the Atlantic world.
Perspectives on the significance of the war and its aftermath varied considerably from different
cultural vantage points. Northern and western Indians, European imperial authorities, and their
colonial counterparts understood and experienced the war (known in the United States as the
French and Indian War) in various ways. In many instances the progress of the conflict was
charted by cultural differences and the implications participants drew from cultural encounters.
It is these cultural encounters, their meaning in the context of the Seven Years' War, and their
impact on the war and its diplomatic settlement that are the subjects of this volume. Cultures in
Conflict: The Seven Years' War in North America addresses the broad pattern of events that
framed this conflict's causes, the intercultural dynamics of its conduct, and its profound impact
on subsequent events—most notably the American Revolution and a protracted Anglo-Indian
struggle for continental control. Warren R. Hofstra has gathered the best of contemporary
scholarship on the war and its social and cultural history. The authors examine the viewpoints
of British and French imperial authorities, the issues motivating Indian nations in the Ohio
Valley, the matter of why and how French colonists fought, the diplomatic and social world of
Iroquois Indians, and the responses of British colonists to the conflict. The result of these
efforts is a dynamic historical approach in which cultural context provides a rationale for the
well-established military and political narrative of the Seven Years' War. These synthetic and
interpretive essays mark out new territory in our understanding of the Seven Years' War as we
recognize its 250th anniversary.
Explores the neglected subject of Gothic B-movies in the Americas, Europe, Asia and Africa
Molnar examines Europe's view of America, America's view of itself, and the situations that are
likely to emerge as those views change, clash, and evolve into a new dynamic of cultural
influence. Annotation c. by Book News, Inc., Portland, Or.
Argues that 1965, not 1968, was the most transformative year of the 1960s, discussing attacks
on civil rights demonstrators, increased African American militancy, the Watts riots, anti-war
protests, and a growing national pessimism.
This broad cultural study connects the rise of film to the rise of America as a cultural centre
and world power in the 20th century. Cohen argues that through film, America asserted its
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cultural independence and forged a form of cultural oppression.
Over the last two decades, the American academy has engaged in a wide-ranging discourse
on faith and learning, religion and higher education, and Christianity and the academy. Eastern
Orthodox Christians, however, have rarely participated in these conversations. The
contributors to this volume aim to reverse this trend by offering original insights from Orthodox
Christian perspectives that contribute to the ongoing discussion about religion, higher
education, and faith and learning in the United States. The book is divided into two parts.
Essays in the first part explore the historical experiences and theological traditions that inform
(and sometimes explain) Orthodox approaches to the topic of religion and higher education—in
ways that often set them apart from their Protestant and Roman Catholic counterparts. Those
in the second part problematize and reflect on Orthodox thought and practice from diverse
disciplinary contexts in contemporary higher education. The contributors to this volume offer
provocative insights into philosophical questions about the relevance and application of
Orthodox ideas in the religious and secular academy, as well as cross-disciplinary treatments
of Orthodoxy as an identity marker, pedagogical framework, and teaching and research
subject.

Assesses the impact of the enormous carnage of the Civil War on every aspect of
American life from a material, political, intellectual, cultural, social, and spiritual
perspective.
A concluding chapter examines the significance of the corpus of Catholic American
writing in the years 1940 to 1980, considering it parallel in substance to the body of
Jewish American literature of the same period.
Black theology has lost its direction. To reclaim its original power and to advance racial
justice struggles today black theology must fully embrace blackness and theology. But
multiculturalism and religious pluralism have boxed in black theology, forcing it to speak
in terms dictated by a power structure founded on white supremacy. In Religion of the
Field Negro, Vincent W. Lloyd advances and develops black theology immodestly,
privileging the perspective of African Americans and employing a distinctively
theological analysis. As Lloyd argues, secularism is entangled with the disciplining
impulses of modernity, with neoliberal economics, and with Western imperialism – but it
also contaminates and castrates black theology. Inspired by critics of secularism in
other fields, Religion of the Field Negro probes the subtle ways in which religion is
excluded and managed in black culture. Using Barack Obama, Huey Newton, and
Steve Biko as case studies, it shows how the criticism of secularism is the prerequisite
of all criticism, and it shows how criticism and grassroots organizing must go hand in
hand. But scholars of secularism too often ignore race, and scholars of race too often
ignore secularism. Scholars of black theology too often ignore the theoretical insights of
secular black studies scholars, and race theorists too often ignore the critical insights of
religious thinkers. Religion of the Field Negro brings together vibrant scholarly
conversations that have remained at a distance from each other until now. Weaving
theological sources, critical theory, and cultural analysis, this book offers new answers
to pressing questions about race and justice, love and hope, theorizing and organizing,
and the role of whites in black struggle. The insights of James Cone are developed
together with those of James Baldwin, Sylvia Wynter, and Achille Mbembe, all in the
service of developing a political-theological vision that motivates us to challenge the
racist paradigms of white supremacy.
A Practical Approach to Trauma: Empowering Interventions provides trauma
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counselors with effective guidelines that enhance skills and improve expertise in
conducting empowering therapeutic interventions. Taking a practitioner's perspective,
author Priscilla Dass-Brailsford focuses on practical application and skill building in an
effort to understand the impact of extreme stress and violence on the human psyche.
provides trauma counselors with effective guidelines that enhance skills and improve
expertise in conducting empowering therapeutic interventions. Taking a practitioner's
perspective, author Priscilla Dass-Brailsford focuses on practical application and skill
building in an effort to understand the impact of extreme stress and violence on the
human psyche.
Prophecy is the fundamental idiom of American politics--a biblical rhetoric about
redeeming the crimes, suffering, and promise of a special people. Yet American
prophecy and its great practitioners--from Frederick Douglass and Henry Thoreau to
Martin Luther King, James Baldwin, and Toni Morrison--are rarely addressed, let alone
analyzed, by political theorists. This paradox is at the heart of American Prophecy, a
work in which George Shulman unpacks and critiques the political meaning of American
prophetic rhetoric. In the face of religious fundamentalisms that associate prophecy and
redemption with dogmatism and domination, American Prophecy finds connections
between prophetic language and democratic politics, particularly racial politics.
Exploring how American critics of white supremacy have repeatedly reworked biblical
prophecy, Shulman demonstrates how these writers and thinkers have transformed
prophecy into a political language and given redemption a political meaning. To
examine how antiracism is linked to prophecy as a vernacular idiom is to rethink
political theology, recast democratic theory, and reassess the bearing of religion on
American political culture. Still, prophetic language is not always liberatory, and
American Prophecy maintains a critical dispassion about a rhetoric that is both
prevalent and problematic.
Presents the story of Plenty Coups, the last great Chief of the Crow Nation. This title
contains a philosophical and ethical inquiry into a people faced with the end of their way
of life.
How Far is America From Here? approaches American nations and cultures from a
comparative and interdisciplinary perspective. It is very much at the heart of this
comparative agenda that “America” be considered as a hemispheric and global matter.
It discusses American identities relationally, whether the relations under discussion
operate within the borders of the United States, throughout the Americas, and/or
worldwide. The various articles here gathered interrogate the very notion of “America”:
which, whose America, when, why now, how? What is meant by “far”—distance,
discursive formations, ideals and ideologies, foundational narratives, political
conformities, aberrations, inconsistencies? Where is here—positionality, geographies,
spatial compressions, hegemonic and subaltern loci, disciplinary formations, reflexes
and reflexivities? These questions are addressed with regard to the multiple Americas
within the USA and the bi-continental western hemisphere, as part of and beyond interAmerican cultural relations, ethnicities across the national and cultural plurality of
America, mutual constructions of North and South, borderlands, issues of migration and
diaspora. The larger contexts of globalization and America’s role within this process
are also discussed, alongside issues of geographical exploration, capital expansion,
integration, transculturalism, transnationalism and global flows, pre-Columbian and
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contemporary Native American cultures, the Atlantic slave trade, the environmental
crisis, U.S. literature in relation to Canadian or Latin American literature, religious
conflict both within the Americas and between the Americas and the rest of the world,
with such issues as American Zionism, American exceptionalism, and the discourse
of/on terror and terrorism.
Popular Media, Democracy and Development in Africa examines the role that popular
media could play to encourage political debate, provide information for development, or
critique the very definitions of ‘democracy’ and ‘development’. Drawing on diverse
case studies from various regions of the African continent, essays employ a range of
theoretical and methodological approaches to ask critical questions about the potential
of popular media to contribute to democratic culture, provide sites of resistance, or,
conversely, act as agents for the spread of Americanized entertainment culture to the
detriment of local traditions. A wide variety of media formats and platforms are
discussed, ranging from radio and television to the Internet, mobile phones, street
posters, film and music. As part of the Routledge series Internationalizing Media
Studies, the book responds to the important challenge of broadening perspectives on
media studies by bringing together a range of expert analyses of media in the African
continent that will be of interest to students and scholars of media in Africa and further
afield.

This book critically situates the figure of the black female vampire within literary
studies, cultural studies, gender studies, and critical race studies. It invites
readers to take a closer look at the black female vampire figure and how that
figure shapes and is shaped by cultural narratives about African American
womanhood.
From police on the street, to the mayor of New Orleans and FEMA
administrators, government officials monumentally failed to protect the most
vulnerable residents of New Orleans and the Gulf Coast during the Katrina
disaster. This violation of the social contract undermined the foundational
narratives and myths of the American nation and spawned a profound, often
contentious public debate over the meaning of Katrina’s devastation. A wide
range of voices and images attempted to clarify what happened, name those
responsible, identify the victims, and decide what should be done. This debate
took place in forums ranging from mass media and the political arena to the arts
and popular culture, as various narratives emerged and competed to tell the story
of Katrina. Is This America? explores how Katrina has been constructed as a
cultural trauma in print media, the arts and popular culture, and television
coverage. Using stories told by the New York Times, New Orleans TimesPicayune, Time, Newsweek, NBC, and CNN, as well as the works of artists,
writers, musicians, filmmakers, and graphic designers, Ron Eyerman analyzes
how these narratives publicly articulated collective pain and loss. He
demonstrates that, by exposing a foundational racial cleavage in American
society, these expressions of cultural trauma turned individual experiences of
suffering during Katrina into a national debate about the failure of the white
majority in the United States to care about the black minority.
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“Cultural agency” refers to a range of creative activities that contribute to society,
including pedagogy, research, activism, and the arts. Focusing on the
connections between creativity and social change in the Americas, this collection
encourages scholars to become cultural agents by reflecting on exemplary cases
and thereby making them available as inspirations for more constructive theory
and more innovative practice. Creativity supports democracy because artistic,
administrative, and interpretive experiments need margins of freedom that defy
monolithic or authoritarian regimes. The ingenious ways in which people pry
open dead-ends of even apparently intractable structures suggest that cultural
studies as we know it has too often gotten stuck in critique. Intellectual
responsibility can get beyond denunciation by acknowledging and nurturing the
resourcefulness of common and uncommon agents. Based in North and South
America, scholars from fields including anthropology, performance studies,
history, literature, and communications studies explore specific variations of
cultural agency across Latin America. Contributors reflect, for example, on the
paradoxical programming and reception of a state-controlled Cuban radio station
that connects listeners at home and abroad; on the intricacies of indigenous
protests in Brazil; and the formulation of cultural policies in cosmopolitan Mexico
City. One contributor notes that trauma theory targets individual victims when it
should address collective memory as it is worked through in performance and
ritual; another examines how Mapuche leaders in Argentina perceived the pitfalls
of ethnic essentialism and developed new ways to intervene in local government.
Whether suggesting modes of cultural agency, tracking exemplary instances of it,
or cautioning against potential missteps, the essays in this book encourage
attentiveness to, and the multiplication of, the many extraordinary instantiations
of cultural resourcefulness and creativity throughout Latin America and beyond.
Contributors. Arturo Arias, Claudia Briones, Néstor García Canclini, Denise
Corte, Juan Carlos Godenzzi, Charles R. Hale, Ariana Hernández-Reguant,
Claudio Lomnitz, Jesús Martín Barbero, J. Lorand Matory, Rosamel Millamán,
Diane M. Nelson, Mary Louise Pratt, Alcida Rita Ramos, Doris Sommer, Diana
Taylor, Santiago Villaveces
Discussions of class make many Americans uncomfortable. This accessible book
makes class visible in everyday life. Solely identifying political and economic
inequalities between classes offers an incomplete picture of class dynamics in
America, and may not connect with people's lived experiences. In Reading
Classes, Barbara Jensen explores the anguish caused by class in our society,
identifying classism-or anti-working class prejudice-as a central factor in the
reproduction of inequality in America. Giving voice to the experiences and inner
lives of working-class people, Jensen-a community and counseling psychologistprovides an in-depth, psychologically informed examination of how class in
America is created and re-created through culture, with an emphasis on how
working- and middle-class cultures differ and conflict. This book is unique in its
claim that working-class cultures have positive qualities that serve to keep
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members within them, and that can haunt those who leave them behind. Through
both autobiographical reflections on her dual citizenship in the working class and
middle class and the life stories of students, clients, and relatives, Jensen brings
into focus the clash between the realities of working-class life and middle-class
expectations for working-class people. Focusing on education, she finds that at
every point in their personal development and educational history, working-class
children are misunderstood, ignored, or disrespected by middle-class teachers
and administrators. Education, while often hailed as a way to "cross classes,"
brings with it its own set of conflicts and internal struggles. These problems can
lead to a divided self, resulting in alienation and suffering for the upwardly mobile
student. Jensen suggests how to increase awareness of the value of workingclass cultures to a truly inclusive American society at personal, professional, and
societal levels.
Arguing that the European and white American destruction of the native
American people was the most massive act of genocide in the history of the
world, Stannard attempts to set the records straight on what befell American
Indians over the last five centuries.
This invaluable resource provides a comprehensive historical and demographic
overview of American Indians along with more than 100 cross-referenced entries
on American Indian culture, exploring everything from arts, literature, music, and
dance to food, family, housing, and spirituality. American Indian Culture: From
Counting Coup to Wampum is organized by cultural form (Arts; Family,
Education, and Community; Food; Language and Literature; Media and Popular
Culture; Music and Dance; Spirituality; and Transportation and Housing).
Examples of topics covered include icons of Native culture, such as pow wows,
Indian dancing, and tipi dwellings; Native art forms such as pottery, rock art,
sandpainting, silverwork, tattooing, and totem poles; foods such as corn,
frybread, and wild rice; and Native Americans in popular culture. The extensive
introductory section, breadth of topics, accessibly written text, and range of
perspectives from the many contributors make this work a must-have resource
for high school and undergraduate audiences. • Serves to document how many
attributes of Native cultures derive from a rich tapestry of American Indian
cultural forms, such as very well-known foods like corn, potatoes, turkey,
peanuts, and chocolate • Includes numerous spotlights that highlight interesting
topics such as the Indigenous Language Institute, the kiva, counting coup, buffalo
hunt customs and protocols, and Dakota language in rap music • Offers further
readings and additional sources with the entries to guide students or interested
readers in their research
During the Civil War, cities, houses, forests, and soldiers' bodies were
transformed into “dead heaps of ruins,” novel sights in the southern landscape.
How did this happen, and why? And what did Americans—northern and southern,
black and white, male and female—make of this proliferation of ruins? Ruin Nation
is the first book to bring together environmental and cultural histories to consider
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the evocative power of ruination as an imagined state, an act of destruction, and
a process of change. Megan Kate Nelson examines the narratives and images
that Americans produced as they confronted the war's destructiveness.
Architectural ruins—cities and houses—dominated the stories that soldiers and
civilians told about the “savage” behavior of men and the invasions of domestic
privacy. The ruins of living things—trees and bodies—also provoked discussion
and debate. People who witnessed forests and men being blown apart were
plagued by anxieties about the impact of wartime technologies on nature and on
individual identities. The obliteration of cities, houses, trees, and men was a
shared experience. Nelson shows that this is one of the ironies of the war's
ruination—in a time of the most extreme national divisiveness people found
common ground as they considered the war's costs. And yet, very few of these
ruins still exist, suggesting that the destructive practices that dominated the
experiences of Americans during the Civil War have been erased from our
national consciousness.
What lies behind America’s historic romance with the gun? Why does it have
such a troubled relationship with alcohol and drugs? Why is it so wedded to
consumerism and so resistant to the evidence of climate change? What are its
enduring myths about individuality, freedom, and independence, and how might
we re-imagine our vision of the United States as the “Promised Land” and “The
City on the Hill” to reflect a multiculturalism that offers “the last, best hope” for
the world? In a two-decades long journey through the American psyche, depth
journalist Pythia Peay has asked these and many more questions of no fewer
than thirty-six of the world’s leading psychologists and psychoanalysts. From
Robert Jay Lifton to Marion Woodman, A. Thomas McLellan to Judith V. Jordan,
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi to June Singer, and James Hillman to Mary Pipher, the
thinkers in America on the Couch discuss violence, addiction, the environment,
capitalism and consumerism, politics and power, and the soul of America. The
result is a uniquely comprehensive, wide-ranging, and compelling kaleidoscope
of insights into the psychodynamics of a hegemon in peace and at war, as it
confronts the shadows of the American century and charts its way into an
uncertain, multi-polar future. Featuring Stephen Aizenstat, John Beebe , Bonnie
Bright, Gary S. Bobroff , Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Philip Cushman, Larry Decker,
Raymond De Young, Edward Edinger, Michael Eigen, Stephen J. Foster, Charles
Grob, Bud Harris, A. Chris Heath, James Hillman, Judith V. Jordan, Donald
Kalsched, Robert J. Langs, Linda Schierse Leonard, Harriet Lerner, Robert Jay
Lifton, A. Thomas McLellan, Thomas Moore, Ginette Paris, Mary Pipher, Ernest
Rossi, Andrew Samuels, Erel Shalit, June Singer, Thomas Singer, Lawrence
Staples, Murray Stein, Charles B. Strozier, Paul Wachtel, Karen B. Walant,
Marion Woodman, and Luigi Zoja.
Examines the human response to existential threats--once a matter for theology, but now
looming before us in multiple forms. Nuclear weapons, pandemics, global warming: each
threatens to destroy the planet, or at least to annihilate our species. Freud, Wuthnow notes,
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famously taught that the standard psychological response to an overwhelming danger is
denial. In fact, Wuthnow argues, the opposite is true: we seek ways of positively meeting the
threat, of doing something--anything--even if it's wasteful and time-consuming. It would be one
thing if our responses were merely pointless, Wuthnow observes, but they can actually be
harmful.--From publisher description.
In a first-of-its-kind format, Cultural Anthropology: A Problem-Based Approach is organized by
problems and questions rather than topics, creating a natural discussion of traditional
anthropological concerns such as kinship, caste, gender roles, and religion. This brief text
promotes critical thinking through meaningful exercises, case studies, and simulations.
Readers will learn how to analyze their own culture and gain the tools to understand the
cultures of other societies. The Eighth Edition has been thoroughly updated and reorganized to
emphasize contemporary issues around social and economic inequality, gender identity, and
more.
The Cultural Devastation of American Women is a factual investigation into the American
womanas abuse of liberation. Levant burrows into the psyches and habits of American women.
She exposes over-spending, over-decorating, obsessions with beauty, weight, social climbing,
and the hiring out of traditional female functions. All of these demonstrate a rejection of
biological instincts and behaviors. Levant exposes demanding, unreasonable, and incompetent
mothers. She delves with brutal frankness into women and marriage, child rearing, divorce,
hypochondria, self-absorption, and vanity, challenging the assumption that Westernized
society freed women from social bondage. Levant calls for a critical evaluation of womanhood
in 21st Century America. The Cultural Devastation of American Women is reckoning day for
American women as readers of all ages and political persuasions find complete agreement
with the proof of the voices of suffering children. By including the commentary of daycare
children to create premise and purpose, Levant allows our children to report on the current
state of parenthood, home life, and themselves.
The cultural devastation of Atlantic coastal Indian tribes by European civilization, particularly
New England Puritans, and the creation of an ideology to justify the cruelty are studied
The first major study since the 1930s of the relationship between American Transcendentalism
and Asian religions, and the first comprehensive work to include post-Civil War
Transcendentalists like Samuel Johnson, this book is encyclopedic in scope. Beginning with
the inception of Transcendentalist Orientalism in Europe, Versluis covers the entire history of
American Transcendentalism into the twentieth century, and the profound influence of
Orientalism on the movement--including its analogues and influences in world religious
dialogue. He examines what he calls "positive Orientalism," which recognizes the value and
perennial truths in Asian religions and cultures, not only in the writings of major figures like
Thoreau and Emerson, but also in contemporary popular magazines. Versluis's exploration of
the impact of Transcendentalism on the twentieth-century study of comparative religions has
ramifications for the study of religious history, comparative religion, literature, politics, history,
and art history.
Throughout the nineteenth century, swarms of locusts regularly swept across the continent,
turning noon into dusk, demolishing farm communities, and bringing trains to a halt as the
crushed bodies of insects greased the rails. In 1876, the U.S. Congress declared the locust
"the single greatest impediment to the settlement of the country." From the Dakotas to Texas,
from California to Iowa, the swarms pushed thousands of settlers to the brink of starvation,
prompting the federal government to enlist some of the greatest scientific minds of the day and
thereby jumpstarting the fledgling science of entomology. Over the next few decades, the
Rocky Mountain locust suddenly -- and mysteriously -- vanished. A century later, Jeffrey
Lockwood set out to discover why. Unconvinced by the reigning theories, he searched for new
evidence in musty books, crumbling maps, and crevassed glaciers, eventually piecing together
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the elusive answer: A group of early settlers unwittingly destroyed the locust's sanctuaries just
as the insect was experiencing a natural population crash. Drawing on historical accounts and
modern science, Locust brings to life the cultural, economic, and political forces at work in
America in the late-nineteenth century, even as it solves one of the greatest ecological
mysteries of our time.
Bringing together the most popular genres of the 21st century, this book argues that Americans
have entered a new era of narrative dominated by the fear—and wish fulfillment—of the
breakdown of authority and terror itself. • Provides an interesting new framework in which to
examine popular culture • Examines films, television shows, and primary texts such as novels
for evidence of cultural anxiety and a preoccupation with terror • Offers insightful and original
interpretations of primary texts • Suggests possible conclusions about cultural anxiety
regarding breakdowns of tradition and authority
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